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Across
1. Cannot legally refuse to be tested for 

blood-alcohol concentration

2. Controls electrical and other engine 

systems in many cars

6. Tendency of object in motion to stay 

on motion, and object at rest to stay at rest

12. Weariness resulting from to muxh 

physical or mental exortion

21. Road sign that conveys meaning 

through symbols

22. A situation where a driver should 

analyse the situation and use good judgment

23. A force that pulls all objects to the 

center of the earth

24. A brake on which presure squeezes the 

brake pads against a flat metal disc

25. Ability to see in a distance

26. Safe amount of time you should allow 

when following another vehicle or when 

being followed

27. Ability of motor vehicle to hold on a 

straight line

Down
3. Ability to see when there is a rapid 

change in light

4. A signals that lets you know when you 

should go, slow down, or stop

5. Vision that gives objects their three 

dimensional appearance

7. Attach a vehicle's dead battery by 

cables to a charged battery to start a vehicle

8. A sign that lets you know where 

you're going

9. Device that allows drivers to 

communicate their intentions

10. Lane for vehicles with two or more 

people inside

11. Where you enter a freeway

13. A posted speed limit that cannot be 

legally exceeded

14. Make it illegal to refuse an alcohol test 

when driving

15. Ability to adjudt from headlights back 

to dark

16. Shift to a lower gear from a higher one

17. Signal that makes all four turn signals 

flash at once

18. The point where the clutch or other 

parts of the vehicle begin to work together 

when releasing the clutch pedal

19. Mental process that has to do with 

understanding what you receive.

20. Visually interpreting something that is 

in motion


